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The PMDG 737 NGX-400 is the most technically advanced PMDG
aircraft simulator available. From its interactive cockpits, instrument
panel features and comprehensive suite of realistic sounds through

full 3D geolocation and a powerful SDK to its incredibly realistic flight
dynamics model, the PMDG 737 NGX-400 is the most realistic and
accurate flight simulation aircraft in the industry. This was the first

PMDG aircraft simulation that feature the completely new (in the last
25 years) X-Plane. Intense graphics/performance optimizations over
its predecessors, the PMDG 737 NGX-400 provides the most stable
and realistic flight simulation experience currently available. The
PMDG 737 NGX-500 is the most technologically advanced PMDG

aircraft simulator available, offering the most realistic flight dynamics
available, full 3D geolocation, and an intuitive, high fidelity user

interface. The PMDG 737 NGX-500 is the first flight simulation aircraft
available to be featured on Microsoft Flight Simulator X: Steam

Edition! The PMDG 737 NGX-600 features, what many of our most
experienced and capable users say is the best flight dynamics

available in the flight simulation industry to date. The PMDG 737
NGX-600 will feature side view stick based roll control as well as main

view stick based pitch control. The PMDG 737 NGX-600 will feature
the very best sound environment available in the flight simulation
industry today. The PMDG 737 NGX-1000 offers more performance
than a desktop PC in its class and uses less power than a dedicated
server. The PMDG 737 NGX-1000 will be the highest performance,
most accurate and feature rich flight simulation experience that

takes advantage of the latest Windows technology.
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